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 It appears you have several pay items for the same portion of work.One in the roadway items, the other in the bridge items.1. 1 
    1/4" asphalt planing 1258 s yds.2. wearing course removal 402, 313, 543 = 1258 syds.Please clarify.There is no quantity 

set up for surface prep for the approach slabs that are to recieve an 1 1/4" micro silica overlays as per the plan sheets. I assume 
as per the 848 spec. that these should recieve surface prep also. Please clarify. Also,if you take the difference between the the 
micro overlay and the surface prep it is close to the quanties set up for wearing cource removalon these approach slabs but 
there are some differences.

Question Submitted: 5/19/2008 1Question Number:

Since these decks have a rigid overlay on them shoudn't there be a bid item for concrete overlay removes as per the 848-03 
specifications. If so shoudn't the total depth of the overlay be the 1 1/4" concrete overlay removed plus the depth of the surface 
prep item. 

Question Submitted: 5/20/2008 2Question Number:

It appears that Ref. No. 3 is a duplication of Ref. Nos. 30, 41 and 52. Please review. 

Question Submitted: 5/27/2008 3Question Number:

  I had ask this question before but I do not see it posted.The quantity for the surface prep using hydo does not include the 
approach slabs yet they are called out to be overlayed with micro. What is the intent here? Are you planning on surface prep for 

   approach slabs?There are quantities for 1 1/4" planing 1258 syds. for the approach slabs.There is also 1258 syds. of 
 wearing course removal in the bridge quantities for this same item. It seems this has been accounted for twice.

Question Submitted: 5/27/2008 4Question Number:
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All prospective bidders, subcontractors, suppliers, materialmen and all others who have an interest in these prebid questions and answers are advised 
that these items are being provided for informational purposes only and are not part of the bidding documents.  If a question warrants a clarification, 

the Department will issue an addenda addressing the request for clarification to all plan holders.  If the Department believes that the bidding 
documents adequately address the request, the contractor will be advised accordingly.


